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SECTION _ A

Answer all. Very short answer type. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. \A/hat will be the output of given program ?
S = abcd
print s[2:]

2. Write the syntax of linspace function.

3. What is the use of imshowfl function ?

4. write Newton-Raphson method formula. (4x1=4)

SECTION - B

Answerany seven. Short answer type.Each question carries2 marks.

5. With example, explain mutable and immutable data types

6. Explain exception handling.

7. Write a program to print power of 2, upto 1A2.4 using for loop.

8. What is meant by random module in numpy ? '
9. How can we compute the inverse of a square matrix in python ?

10. Explain pie charts

11. Write a program to plot an ellipse.
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. 12. What is the method of bisection ?

13. How will you evaluate the function f(x) where f(a) is known and x is in the vicinity
of the point a ?

14. What is the method of least square fitting ?

SECTION - C
I

Answerany four. Short essay/problem. Each question carries3 marks.

15. Write a note on modules. With example explain two different methods to import a

module. <' 
\

16. Write a program to check whether a year is leap year or not.

12. Create two arrays using anangeQ and.multiply them in element wise using python.

18. Explain polar plots.

19. Write a program to calculate sine and cosine of x using Taylor series.

20. Differentia{e 5x2+ 3X + 5 numerically and evaluate 8tx = 2andx=-2. (4x3=12)

SECTION _ D

Answerany two. Long essay type. Each question carries 5 marks'

21. Explain the different iteration methods in python.

22. Explain the different arithmetic operations pedormed on arrays.

23. Write program to draw a circle which satisfies the equation'

1) x2 +Y2 - d2

2\ x=acosg andy=?sing r
Draw the outputs.

24. Explain ordinary differential equations and write two solving methods of it.
(2x5=10)


